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Style your toilet smartly and simply with Tiger Tess 

New Tiger Tess toilet accessory series receive Good Industrial Design (GIO) award 

 

Zaltbommel, October 2021 - The design of Tiger's new range of toilet accessories is all about 
simplicity. Simplicity in design and simplicity in use. Tiger Tess accessories have a friendly and soft 
design, giving your toilet or bathroom an understated look. No need to worry about visible cleaning 
products or piles of spare toilet rolls and wet wipes on display in your bathroom. Tess lets you neatly 
store these products out of sight while still being within easy reach. Tess toilet brush holders are also 
equipped with the brand new innovative Swoop® flexible toilet brush. Tiger Tess has been designed 
by the Tiger Design Lab and has been given a Good Industrial Design (GIO) 2021 award for its 
additional features and smart storage solutions. 
 
This innovative series contains a wide range of accessories all with Tiger's signature quality. Each of 
these accessories fits seamlessly with the very latest interior design trends thanks to their 
contemporary design and their stylish colour combinations, which include black/anthracite, 
white/grey and blue/black.  

Smart design 
The importance of simplicity in Tess' designs is clear from our toilet roll holder. This uncomplicated 
design is an example of perfect harmony between function and design. The toilet roll holder with shelf 
adds an extra element and gives you a handy spot to place your smartphone when using the toilet. 
Speaking of handy storage, Tiger Tess, has the perfect solution for your cleaning products. You would 
rather keep these bottles out of sight, but you also want to have them easy to hand for your cleaning 
needs. Tiger has designed a toilet brush holder with a hidden compartment for your cleaning 
products. This design gives you greater convenience, as after using your cleaning product, you can put 
it back in the designated compartment of the holder. Tess also offers standard toilet brush holders, 
where you have a choice between floor standing and wall hanging. Also worth knowing: the toilet 
brush is out of sight for all our toilet brush holders. The Tess range's wall hooks are fun and 
minimalistic, making them a perfect place to hang your towel or dressing gown.  

Tidied away 
When it comes to bathroom storage, our storage box and spare toilet roll holder are real eye-catchers. 
Their organic design and proportional dimensions allow both storage units to fit perfectly on the shelf 
above your toilet. The Tess storage box can be conveniently sealed with the accompanying lid, 
meaning your supplies of soap, guest towels or personal hygiene products are stored nicely out of 
sight, but still within easy reach. The Tess spare toilet roll holder also has a lid, meaning your toilet 
rolls are hidden away and your toilet itself exudes peace and tranquillity. The holder provides storage 
space for two spare rolls of toilet paper. A hole in the lid makes the lid easy to open. 



 

 

 

 

Fresh  
All the toilet brush holders from the Tess range are equipped with this new, flexible toilet brush. This 
new generation of toilet brush is flexible, hygienic and durable. The smart Swoop® brush is made of 
rubber, making it flexible. Thanks to the brush's flat shape and its unique material, water and dirt are 
easily removed. Say goodbye to dripping and unhygienic toilet brushes! Your toilet's floor and the 
brush holder will be free of unhygienic residual water. Thanks to the flexible, flat brush head, the 
Swoop® brush almost smoothly follows the curve of your toilet bowl, allowing you to easily clean 
difficult-to-reach places, including under the rim. Swoop® is innovative and refreshing, which really 
makes a difference when it comes to easy cleaning and hygiene! 

Easy to install 
When we were designing our Tiger Tess range, easy installation was a key part of the process. Our wall 
items are self-adhesive, meaning they can be stuck to the wall. You can also fit them using screws and 
plugs. The choice is up to you! Tiger offers a 10-year warranty on Tess toilet accessories.  

You can find more information about Tiger Tess at: www.tiger.nl/en-gb/tess  
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Note to editors: 
For more information about Tiger and/or to request images, please contact MIES PR. Michelle de 
Ruiter, Email: michelle@miespr.nl or Tel. +31 (0)6-457 404 65. 

Download link for HR images and press release: 
https://www.miespr.nl/tiger-download-style-je-toilet-eenvoudig-en-slim-met-tiger-tess/ 

About Coram 
Tiger designs, develops and produces a wide range of high-quality bathroom products, with a 
particular focus on accessories and furniture and is a Coram brand. Coram specialises in the design, 
development and production of high-quality bathroom products which are easy to install. Along with 
Tiger, Coram also includes brands such as Sealskin, Geesa and Impey. Coram is committed to 
becoming one of the top ten biggest players in Europe's bathroom design sector through powerful 
brands, innovative design and intense cooperation with business partners. Coram is owned by a Dutch 
family. The Coram Head Office is located in Zaltbommel, the Netherlands. www.coram.eu  


